
PAINTING SEMINAR, MARCH 6, 2011 

INTRO:  All my life I have drawn, painted, crafted, sewed, and made lots of posters 

for clubs, church and any other organization I have been affiliated with.  Following 

high school I enrolled in a 3 year night school for commercial art.  The first was 

wonderful with water colors of still life, designing a house, modern  compositions 

and even sketching a model who was nude.  The second year was the lettering 

year and I soon tired of that. And then  I married Bill. The classes did give me 

confidence to try things without fear, like missing colors. The one important thing 

I learned was to keep a portfolio of anything I might want to draw or paint.  My 

teacher used the example of a horse.  Using photos, drawings and real life, I 

would be able to see how the horse ran, the muscles that bulged and how the tail 

blew in the wind as he galloped.   This is a very important benefit to any of you 

who are carving, drawing or painting whether it be horses, cats, birds, flowers, 

trees or faces.  Collect books, pull pages from magazines and take pictures of 

what you are interested in. “ Birds N  Bloom” is a wonderful magazine for not only 

birds, but butterflies and flowers also. 

About 20 years ago at my suggestion, Bill took up carving.  I went to the painting 

class with him after he had finished a cardinal.  I  didn’t like the way his teacher 

was teaching, so I took over and have been painting his birds ever since.  I now 

believe that he would benefit from painting his birds himself.  When you paint, 

you notice different things about your subject that do not show up on a diagram 

in a book. They give you the technical part of the carving and omit the character 

of the bird.  Example: Usually the breasts of birds are fluffy and soft.  Sometimes 

the diagrams show only the feather grouping. The ringed-necked pheasant has a 

back that looks like long hairs.  Of course they are attached to feathers, but they 

don’t show. 

GETTING STARTED-EQUIPMENT 

Paint  I use Liquitex and Jo Sonja (tubes or bottles) Gesso, white and black, Flow 

Medium, Matte Varnish, Brushes (pointed, shaders, rounded tips, mops) Paint 

tray, (ceramic if you can find them/easier to clean) Paper towels, Water (2 cups, 

one for thinning paint and one for washing brushes) 3rd cup with windex & H2O 



TIPS 

1. Use a medicine dropper to add water to your paint. 

2. Test colors on artist paper to check the density and color of the paint. 

3. When carving, take note of the areas that appear differently than just the 

normal feathers.  (fluffy or hairy areas)  Use reference materials. 

4. All brands of paints do not have the same hue.  Make sure the colors match 

before putting a new brand on the same bird. 

5. Blot the tip of liner brushes before touching your project.  They sometimes 

leave a large dot at the beginning of the line. 

6. Work from light to dark whenever possible.   

7. Turn carvings up-side-down to check for raw wood showing.  Use a liner 

brush with appropriate color to cover the edges. 

8. When edging, the paint should be like cream.  Remove some of the excess 

paint by brushing lightly on paper towels. 

9. Elmer’s Glue can be mixed with paint to finish the bill or beak of birds. Or 

use Matte Medium for a dull shine after painting the beak. 

10. Left over paint can be saved overnight by tightly covering with plastic or foil 

wrap. A plastic medicine bottle can save a large quantity of mixed paint for 

weeks. 

11. You can omit gesso washes if you have a dark bird that has an even dark 

wood burning.  

12. Jo Sonja tube paints occasionally separate.  An oily like substance oozes out 

when you squeeze the tube and can spoil the texture of the paint.  Squeeze 

the tube before dispensing the paint. 

13. Watch out for checker boarding on bird wings.  Overlap or separate the 

band of color you are using on each feather. 

14. If you use thick paint, you will destroy a lot of your woodburning.  Thin 

watery washes will intensify the color and keep the feathers soft. 

15. Never let the washes pool .  It’s hard to remove or cover when dry. 

16. A thin wash of compatible color over the entire bird will unify the painting 

and accent crevices.  Be careful with the white areas.  Wipe away the wash 

from the high areas and permit the wash to stay in the crevices.  



 

 


